Health Practioners Share Their Experiences
with Wisdom Healing Qigong
Hear their personal stories of direct mind-body-heart healing after
just a few days of Retreat... and how they plan to apply what
they've learned. [NEW VIDEO]

Experience the Potent Benefits of Qigong at a
Live Training with Master Mingtong Gu

Wisdom Healing Qigong

Healing Yourself
• Healing Others
In San Rafael, California
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
CONGREGATION OF MARIN
240 Channing Way San Rafael, CA 94903
Monday, March 9, 2020 (one-day ticket)
Monday & Tuesday, March 9 & 10, 2020 (two-day ticket)
9:30am - 5:30pm each day

Learn ways to promote health and vitality for
yourself and others ... through Wisdom Healing
Qigong movement, sound, and visualization

14
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17
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50

SECONDS

Featured Instructors: Master Mingtong Gu,
Ilka de Gast, PsyD and Cynthia Li, MD

We live in a fast paced, information dense culture where the inbox
magically fills with more to do’s than can be done. The result,
especially if you’re a hard worker who cares deeply about what
you do, may be burnout.
Are you emotionally exhausted? Physically depleted? Snarky?
Depressed? Working more and getting less done? In this program
you’ll learn to address burnout, stress and health from inside out
so you can open the door to new possibilities and a more
authentic, effective life, personal and professional.
You can use life challenge even others as an opportunity to

connect more deeply with the passion, purpose and aliveness
that inspires a creative and fulfilling life.
Many of the world’s greatest healing practices were developed
over thousands of years by ancient Qigong masters in China.
These Qigong masters of millennia past were the original
scientists of the subtle body — working with the circulation of chi
(life force energy) through coordinated flowing movement and
meditation for increased health, happiness, awareness, serenity,
longevity, and more.
Their capacity to heal body and mind through focusing on life
force energy is now legendary — and eminently practical.

Many traditional and modern healing modalities originated or
were developed from Qigong principles and techniques such
as Chinese Traditional Medicine, Acupuncture, Energy
Psychology, Energy Medicine and other mind-body medicine. In
this training, Master Mingtong Gu will share the ancient roots
and make these wisdom practices equally accessible for health
practitioners and the public — for healing of yourself and others.
The gift of Qigong is that it helps us come back into our bodies
to heal in mind, body, and heart every day. It is the most selfempowering practice available. You learn to access the power

of your mind, the power of your heart, and the creative life
energy within you and in throughout the universe at any time —
even when you are facing all kinds of challenges.

For twenty years the Zhineng Qigong Center in China – one of the
few medicine-less hospitals in the world - founded by Dr, Pang
Ming, treated over 200,000 patients using only mind-body Qigong
movements, sounds, and visualizations…. And a 95% effective
improvement rate was achieved.
Qigong Master Mingtong Gu brings these 5,000 year old healing
techniques to health practitioners around the world. His

organization, The Chi Center offers in-person and online trainings,
as well as healing intensives at The Center for Wisdom Healing
Qigong just outside of Santa Fe. Now you too can implement this
healing wisdom with your patients, complementing and boosting
their other healing protocols.
Come, learn a new way to promote the body’s innate health and
vitality for yourself and your patients. The best medicine is within
you, for you to discover and activate. Qigong is an ancient science
and art that promotes the empowerment of yourself and others
to realize your greatest potential. Read more info about Wisdom
Healing Qigong below.

Activate Inner Medicine to reduce
stress and improve chronic health
conditions
Communicate the positive effects of deepening the mindbody connection to your clients
Support your clients with depression and anxiety using
sounds and mind-body practices
Develop ways to address trauma through energy and somatic
practices

Experience simple movements that awaken the energetic
wholeness of the spine and body
Incorporate an "inner smile" practice with clients to reduce
pain, and cultivate resilience and well-being.
Discover important new perspectives on chronic health
conditions
Address stress as a main cause of physical and emotional
health conditions using new tools
Expand the paradigm from allopathic medicine to mind-body
medicine
Cultivate the capacity to embody health for yourself as a
foundation for providing heath care to others.
Learn how to overcome and prevent professional burnout
through recharging your energy banks – using clearing and
revitalizing techniques between client sessions or
appointments

Healing Testimonial

Joan Borysenko, PhD
Best-selling Author and Speaker, Biologist, and Researcher in
Mind-Body Connection
"Master Mingtong Gu is a gem of a teacher, perfect for these times. First of all, he’s the real deal
with a depth of practice and accomplishment that is unmatched in my experience. His teaching
style and mastery of visual arts to illustrate the movement of chi energy, make ancient wisdom
easily accessible to the contemporary student. His very presence is a pure and potent
transmission of joy, love, and laughter.
You can’t help wishing you could bottle him up and take him home. Fortunately, you can. Using
the Internet, Master Mingtong offers a variety of practices to a worldwide community of diverse
individuals who want to begin or deepen their practice of Wisdom Qigong."

THE TIME, PLACE, AND WISDOM
FOR SELF HEALING AND EMPOWERMENT

"Qigong is a science, as well as an art for creating the very best
circumstances for miracles to happen — including the total

recovery of conditions such as Parkinson's, Cancers, Lyme
Disease, Chronic Fatigue, and many, many other health
challenges." —Master Mingtong Gu

"Many of us are recognizing that we are collectively moving
through uncharted waters of awakening. We need guidance and
we need tools.
"Straight out of the Chinese Medicine-less Qigong Hospital,
Master Mingtong Gu has brought the radically powerful ancient
self-healing protocols of Qigong to the USA. This modality has
risen to the top of my list for liberating the body of stuck patterns
of illness.
"For me, my retreat with Master Mingtong served as a self-healing
exploration and an adventure into the farthest reaches of sciencebased holistic medicine."
–Kelly Brogan, MD, Retreat Attendee

"I loved my 40 years of being a rural family practice doctor. I was
the guy in the Emergency Room who was never was allowed to
cry because I was holding up everyone else... but the emotions
were held in my body ... and got stuck ...
"Although I was skeptical at first, Wisdom Healing Qigong truly
helps healthcare providers, and patients move out of the place of
being the victims of Disease and Life... and empowers them to
walk their unique journey.
"Personally, I now practice Qigong every day. It's a journey that's a
delight to be on!"
–Lon Hatfield, MD, Retreat Attendee

"In addition to the healing from cancer I'm experiencing . . . Qigong
is helping me find my real purpose in life, which is to deepen with

Spirit — with the Oneness. My whole life, since I was a kid, I've
been looking, but I've never really found practices that were
effective in this way for me.
"I feel Spirit flowing into me through the chi, filling me, and
overflowing in me. As a result, I feel happier, am more able to be
present, to be in my body, and be with other people — all things
that I've always wanted to have. I'm very grateful."
-Jay Bunker, DC, Retreat Attendee

These 2 days are designed to activate the
healing capacity for yourself and others.
It will be beneficial for Health Practitioners,
Caretakers, and the General Public.

Training Content
Each day includes Wisdom Healing Qigong key concepts and
instruction in the practices and their application.
Our focus will be on both self-care and using Wisdom Healing
Qigong when working with others.

Day One: Healing Yourself

Beneficial for both health practitioners and
the public
* What is health and healing
* What is Integrative Oneness Theory and how to use it for
healing
* How to access energy to reduce stress and promote healing
including chronic conditions
* How to access inner joy and inner resilience in spite of
challenge of your life and others
* Activate your wholeness to realize your capacity of health and
healing
* Understanding the power of the Healing Chi Field

* 3 main practices of movement, sound and meditation
* Inner smile practice to activate your love and joy within
* Three A's Practice: Acceptance, Activation, and Appreciation
* Lachi practice to access your healing capacity for yourself and
others

* How to practice with maximal benefit for yourself as a
foundation of serving others
______________________________________________

Day Two: Healing Yourself •
Healing Others

Beneficial for both health practitioners and
the public — to deepen your experience
from the previous day and learn how to
support others
* Deepen your practice in the strong chi field
* How to understand Wisdom Healing Qigong from new science
such as Neuroscience, Epigenetic and Quantum Science
* Learn to work with the healing chi field for benefit of yourself
and others
* How to project healing energy to others without depleting
yourself
* How to work with negative energy without giving out of your
power
* How to facilitate healing in most empowered and effective way

* Practice healing on each other as receiver and giver
* Learn and practice the simple process of working with a group
by using 3A's practice
* How to work with community and its power of mutual support
and dedication

Studies show that a regular Qigong
practice:

Initiates the relaxation response; decreasing
heart rate & blood pressure
Coordinates right/left brain hemisphere
dominance promoting deep sleep, reduced
anxiety & mental clarity
Improves resistance to disease and infection &
increases the efficiency of cell metabolism and
tissue regeneration
Alters the neurochemistry profile moderating
pain, depression & addictive cravings, as well
as optimizing immune capability
Enhances the efficiency of the immune system
through increased rate and flow of the
lymphatic fluid
Induces alpha and theta brain waves which
reduce heart rate and blood pressure,
facilitating relaxation & mental focus
Moderates the function of the glands, as well
as the fluid of the brain & spinal cord, which

mediates pain & mood, potentiating immune
function
Meets individual needs for varying levels of
mobility and capacity – adaptable and
accessible, the practices can be effectively
done standing, sitting, or lying down

WANT MORE DATA, RESEARCH, AND
INFORMATION ABOUT
WISDOM HEALING QIGONG? CLICK
HERE.

Register Today!

Two Days
Healing yourself.
Healing Others.
$347
REGISTER NOW
REGISTER NOW

Monday Only
Healing yourself.
$197
REGISTER NOW
REGISTER NOW

240 Channing Way
240 Channing Way, San Rafael, CA
94903
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